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Abstract and Objectives

This project seeks to build on my core competencies and skills
by creating an internal communications assessment for Community
Recovery Resources (CoRR.) The project provides consultant and
advisory services to a nonprofit organization in need of internal
communication guidance. I provide assessment, planning, an internal
communications workshop, and recommendations.
I worked with CoRR leadership to implement a full internal
communication strategic planning cycle—from a needs assessment
with organization leaders to a final evaluation to check on the
process after recommendations are made. This project pulls together
the organizational development competencies I’ve learned in the
MNA program and allows me to demonstrate my capacity as a
nonprofit consultant and leader.

Project Design and Deliverables
Process:
1. Short structured interviews with organization leaders
2. Designing and sending out a survey
3. Analyzing data and creating Next Steps
4. Developing Recommendations and presenting to senior staff
5. Facilitating a workshop with staff on key findings
6. Designing and sending out an evaluation survey
Project Deliverables:
• Survey for all staff based on information gleaned in
informational interviews with Executive Management Team
• PowerPoint Presentation and synopsis of survey
• Toolkit of Best Practice handouts and templates
• Facilitated feedback opportunities with “Keep, Stop, Start,
Activity”
• Recommendations Report for Executive Management Team

Leadership Development and Core Competencies

Data Collection and Methods

Design of survey questions using Bolman & Deal’s 4 Frames
Structural

Human
Resource

• Do you feel that all-staff meetings are the right length of time?
• What medium do you feel you communicate most effectively with?
• Rank how important the following channels are for communicating and sharing information throughout CoRR.
• How effective of a tool do you find the newsletter in conveying upcoming events and engaging employees?
• Please reflect on how effective the internal communications process is at conveying the following information?
• Which of the following best describes your definition of internal communications?
• Do you believe you play a role in internal communications?
• How important do you think internal communications is to CoRR?
• Any other thoughts or suggestions for more effective, efficient, internal communications?

Political

• How effectively do you feel your supervisor communicates CoRR and divisional developments?
• Do you feel management, and your supervisor, usually communicate in a transparent and timely fashion?
• Do you feel there is/are channel(s) to effectively express your ideas and concerns to senior management?

Symbolic

• If you think internal communications are important to CoRR, why?
• How effective do you think CoRR is at internal communications?
• How effectively do you feel CoRR’s priorities are communicated?
• Do you think you have a pretty good idea of CoRR’s overall mission and programs to achieve that mission?

Results and Strategic Analysis

Analysis of survey questions using SWOT

Compasspoint Theory of Change Model

Recommendations and Next Steps

1. Provide readout of survey results to all-staff
2. Presentation and discussion with Leadership Team linking
survey to CoRR Strategic Plan.
3. Highlight Theory of Change models to partner on plan details
4. Each Leadership Team member makes personal commitment
to one aspect of Internal Communication plan at All-Staff
Meeting
5. Facilitated Discussion using “Keep, Start, Stop” activity
6. Disseminate Best Practices for Email, Phone, Meeting and
Geographically Dispersed Organization’s handouts
7. Rerun survey after one year to check progress.

Resources Developed for CoRR
This “Keep, Start, Stop” activity can be used at an All-Staff meeting
or in structured groups within the organization in order to effectively
engage stakeholders, receive input, and build a coalition for support
among staff. Ask mid-level managers to facilitate these groups—
ideally these managers have training on the importance of making it
an inclusive and safe activity for all participants. All groups could be
working on the broader topic of internal communications between
CoRR, or each group could focus on a different area of internal
communications.

After staff have reviewed survey results, ask them to reflect on “How
does this fit in with your experience at CoRR? Then work on activity
to provide feedback to management on what practices to continue,
end, or add to enhance internal communications at CoRR.
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